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THE MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ART + DESIGN
As our spring 2016 comes to an end once
again, Art2Wear provides the perfect venue
to celebrate the fruits of this semester.
Each year Art2Wear delights us all with
its growth, development, and execution; I
expect no less during its 15th year. We have
a fabulous team of young designers led by
our dynamic faculty who go the distance to
ensure that this event continues to build on
its success.
Art2Wear has evolved into a fabulous
learning laboratory where students freely
explore art, design, product development,
managerial skills, event planning, and
presentation. More importantly, it empowers
young designers with a sense of self and
confidence that enables them to walk boldly
into the world.

Through this venue, the College of Design
brings academic diversity to the University
community and the local community as a
whole. Art2Wear pushes the boundaries of
diversity through its creative expressions.
If you are contemplating an effort to support,
please consider Art2Wear through the
College of Design Excellence Fund. Your
support will ensure that Art2Wear
continues to grow and thrive for many
seasons to come.
Thank you for your participation and I hope
you enjoy the show!

CHANDRA COX
Head, Department of Art + Design
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MISSION
Art2Wear (A2W) is an educational event where students gain
experience by coordinating and producing an annual show.
Young designers are challenged to imagine, create, and inspire
by expressing their point of view through wearable art. This
highly anticipated fashion show fuses the talents from several
departments in the College of Design and beyond, exposing
student designers to the broader field of fashion. A2W attracts
approximately 4,000 attendees in addition to encouraging
participation by engaging the student body, the Raleigh
community, and the broader design industry.
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VISION

FASHION

A2W’s vision is to inspire and challenge
our designers and audience to think about
clothing in a different way. We plan to evolve
from a highly anticipated event at NC State
into a fashion focal point for the entire east
coast. A2W’s intention is to establish and
expand committed support from within the
University, the city of Raleigh, and the
creative community.

A product or sculptural piece that interacts
with the body and serves as either a cultural
artifact, an artistic expression, a reflector of
society, an outward illustration of a person’s
identity (including but not limited to social
class, religion and ethnicity), a starter of
revolutions, an economic building block,
a basic human need, or body covering.
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WELCOME ALUMNI
Vansana Nolintha
OWNER, BIDA MANDA + PLENTY
Art2Wear Designer: 2008, 2009
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Being a designer for A2W is one of the most significant
experiences of my life. The College of Design and A2W gave
me the opportunity to not only complete the circle of creation
by connecting my head with my heart through my hands but
to be authentic, and inspired me to live a creative life. To this
day, my experience and the lessons I learned through A2W
continue to give me the confidence to dream big, the courage
to take risks, and the passion to live creatively and intentionally.

Adrienne McKenzie
VISITING LECTURER of ART + DESIGN
Art2Wear Designer: 2009

The A2W Fashion Show had such an incredible
impact on the course of my undergraduate work at
NCSU’s College of Design. A2W challenged me,
as a student focusing her work on fibers, surface
design and garments, and costumes, to produce
a quantity of quality garments that exemplified
unusual and unique concepts and techniques. The
biggest thrill of A2W for me was, and still is now,
the audience — YOU! There is such value in creating for someone else beyond yourself and sharing
its impact on the world and individuals around
you. A2W further confirmed this personal ideology
of mine and I continue to experience that thrill as I
now work professionally in the theatrical world as
a Costume Designer and Technician.
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WELCOME TO A2W
Warwick A. Arden

PROVOST, EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR

Welcome and thank you for coming to A2W , a spring tradition at
NC State celebrating its 15th year. Keep your eyes and your mind
open as you watch things unfold tonight – prepare to be amazed,
challenged and inspired by our students as they explore the “The
Virtue of Obsession.” Starting with the beginning of an idea and
following it through to its flawless execution, tonight’s designers
epitomize Think and Do at NC State. You will see brilliant, creative
and diverse minds at work, supported by many hands including
those of outstanding faculty advisors and the countless students
and members of the Raleigh community and the broader design
industry that come together to make this show a reality. Thank you
again for joining us.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Welcome to A2W 2016! For this year we are inquiring: what
is your obsession? Does this obsession drive you to do
unconventional things? Does it push you to be more creative,
unabashed, more spirited? Our designers have created pieces
that reflect the ambition and persistence of obsessive behavior
and thought. A2W gives students a platform to challenge the
various avenues art can be interpreted through fashion, dance,
film, poetry, visual art, or design. The student committee has
worked diligently to create a show where all these artistic
flavors can be enjoyed together in a fun experience that
showcases their fellow students talents. We hope you enjoy
the show, and at the end you can answer the question:
What is your obsession?

Anahid Telfeyan
2016 Art2Wear Director
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CELEBRATING 15 YEARS OF A2W

Adrienne McKenzie | 2009
10

Charlotte Guice | 2009

Rachel Bridge | 2014

Sulser + Vance | 2014

A2W is celebrating its 15th year! Over the years we have made our home in many places, starting on the stairs of “The Pit” on the
College of Design campus, to the triple runway in Reynolds Coliseum, and even to the open skies of the Court of North Carolina.
For the last few years we have enjoyed the newly built Talley Student Union where students are able to share their designs. We
look forward to making this our home in the years to come, and we are excited to see A2W’s journey for the next 15 years.

Moon + Comer | 2014

Rachel Bridge | 2015

Morgan Cox | 2015

Bethany Faulkner | 2015
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A2W 2016 STUDENT BOARD
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Anahid Telfeyan
2016 A2W DIRECTOR

Olivia Koval

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Ryland Bishop
PHOTOGRAPHY

Olivia Hockaday
VIDEOGRAPHY

James Park
GRAPHIC DESIGN
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STUDENT COMMITTEE HEADS
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Carly Owens
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Jasmin Kent
HAIR + MAKEUP

Tori Hancock

PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT
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Samantha Siano
FUNDRAISING

Carson Kowar

JURY

Wesley Brown
FOOD FUNDRAISING

A2W 2016 THEME

OBSES
THE VIRTUE OF

16

A2W 2016 JURY

SION

Liza Roberts: WALTER Editor and General Manager; Heather Allen: Author, Speaker, Artist’s Consultant
Jennifer LaRoe: Creative Director at Scholastic UK; John McIlwee: Director of University Theatre

“A BEHAVIORAL STATE...
in which someone thinks
about an object, theme,
image, or idea constantly
and frequently resulting
in a desired, quality, creation.”
17

SHOW LINEUP

2016 NC State A2W
Wearable Paper Walk: First Year Experience
Opening Statement: Director, Anahid Telfeyan
Opening Film: Introduction by Olivia Hockaday
Performance: Corinne Canavarro + Matthew Wright

VERT

Angèle Gray

MIA Grace Hallman
KINGDOM Quinan Dalton
MYCOLOGIC Bailey Knight
18

Intermission
GOLD Gena Lambrecht
DIONYSIAN CONTAGION
MOTH Leeza Regensburger
1919 Susan Stephens
TETRA Meaghan Shea
Closing Statement:

Kathleen Davis

Assistant Director: Olivia Koval
19

VERT

“The woman I design for can be many things.”

VERT
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ANGÈLE GRAY
ART + DESIGN

I have defined my collection using subdued hues, drawing
inspiration from Paris during the rise of Formalism and
Modern Art. Formalism showcases the basic design
elements of color, line, composition, and texture and
focuses on the artist’s ability to achieve a cohesive
balance of the basic elements in the composition. The
woman I design for can be many things, the garments
reflect her taste yet she has nothing to prove. As a
designer, I never want to speak for her, as Formalism is
not interested in context.
The construction of my garments segment the form of
the body, reflecting on the deconstruction incorporated
in Modern Art. The element that completes my collection
is texture. These materials each have a specific value
of texture and weight that when used in combination
highlight their contrasting values. This collection is an
obsession of Formalism in Modern Art and is a true test
of aesthetic refinement.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
ACCESORIES: Annie-Gray Gibbs
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MIA
“Being an athlete takes dedication
physically, mentally, and emotionally.”
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MIA

GRACE HALLMAN
ART + DESIGN

This collection aspires to capture the obsession, passion,
and drive that goes into being an athlete. To translate this
idea into garments, this high fashion line is inspired by
movement, muscles, and athletic wear It has adversity
such as injury and competition but it also is extremely
rewarding. Using innovative techniques such as laser
cutting and traditional techniques such as sewing and
pattern-making, this collection combines old and new to
create something unique. The shapes seen throughout
these pieces are all inspired by the muscles that move
our body and the idea that we have layers to protect ourselves in athletics both physically and emotionally. This
collection also combines performance fabrics and athletic
wear in a more high fashion setting to show that this topic
is important and applies to many people in the modern
fashion world.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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KINGDOM

“This house was my kingdom.”

KINGD
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QUINAN DALTON
ART + DESIGN

This collection, titled Kingdom, is inspired
by my childhood home and the obsessive
sense of nostalgia many tend to feel when
they think of their past. For me, this house
was my kingdom, therefore this collection
combines sophisticated couture techniques,
feminine silhouettes, and knitted menswear
with childlike fantasy.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
ACCESORIES: Evan Smith + Heir Raleigh

KINGDOM
25
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MYCOLOGIC

“... A romance for the earth,
and the magic that it produces.”

MYCOLOGIC
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BAILEY KNIGHT
ART + DESIGN

This collection is an admiration, an empathy, an obsession,
and a romance for the earth, and the magic that it produces.
With my dedication to the earth in mind, I hand dyed every
fabric solely with natural resources— specifically madder
root, osage orange, cutch, and indigo. My interest in
texture has led me to experiment with fabric manipulation,
in relation to dye and physical structure.
After much research and reflection, the results of that
work ended up focusing on the investigation of the color
and form of mushrooms of the Piedmont area of North
Carolina. Seemingly delicate in nature, they possess a
hidden strength in their ability to serve as an organic
filter, consequently repairing damaged ecosystems. Their
active mycelia spread across the surface of the earth in
a vein-like pattern. They do all their work, at beautiful
service to the earth, just in the act of their own existence.
MycoLogic’s inspiration derives from this romantic idea
of reciprocity between the fungal kingdom and its parent
planet. It initiates an empathetic infatuation with the earth,
and expresses such empathy as a form of wisdom.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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“...power and immortality has set those who adorn it
above the rest...”

GOLD

GOLD

GENA LAMBRECHT
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Gold is an obsession of humanity since it was first
discovered thousands of years ago. It has motivated
some of history’s greatest conquests and caused the
downfall of entire civilizations. Gold’s representation
of power and immortality has set those who adorn it
above the rest of humanity. It has a seductive power
greater than any other precious metal on earth and is
associated with wealth, beauty, and lavish materialism.
The collection represents humanity’s obsession with
gold through excess use of gold materials and the
manipulation of those materials to imitate gold in various
states. Each piece demands attention through the
exploit of only gold materials exemplifying the
wearers’ obsession with vanity and supremacy.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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DIONYSIAN
CONTAGION

“The darkness, breeding more anticipation.”

DIONYSIAN
CONTAGION
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KATHLEEN DAVIS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

The concert is about to begin.
The darkness, breeding more anticipation.
The inner silence,
somehow louder than
the surrounding heightened decibels,
numbs your mind.
Movement. Silhouettes.
Illumination. Color.
Music.
Your entire soul shifts.
The infection spreads,
until you awaken anew.
You came to escape.
You came to belong.
You came to live.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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MOTH
MOTH
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“Like a moth to a flame.”

LEEZA REGENSBURGER
ART + DESIGN

The singed moth is a specimen of obsession.
A pair of dusty wings desperately hurling
towards flashy impersonations of the moon.
MOTH is an homage to the after-hours, to
those who itch while others sleep. Injecting
dreamy, plush pastels into street wear MOTH
is a hallucination, designed to exist in the
twilight hours. Rising from a rumpled bed,
MOTH is thrown on, a uniform for compulsive
pursuits. Lit by streetlights, each look hovers
between plush shelter and bareness. MOTH
is caught in a moment, blind craving that has
not yet found relief or consequence.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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1919

DIONYSIAN
CONTAGION
1919
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“...creating is the solution for a revival.”

SUSAN STEPHENS
ART + DESIGN

1919 marks the birth of my great grandmother,
the inspiration of this collection and my heritage
of crochet. This collection utilizes past traditions
and techniques to bring contemporary ideas to
life. A repetitive, obsessive technique is captivated
through the shapes and forms crochet creates.
Although it is not easy to keep traditions alive,
creating is the solution for a revival. Crochet has
engendered an opportunity to combine modern
aesthetics with a historic tradition. This combination
focuses on re-crafting

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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TETRA

TETRA
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“A single print, color scheme, and endless iterations.”

MEAGHAN SHEA
ART + DESIGN

A single print, color scheme, and endless
iterations. The obsession centralizes around
the scale of print; dramatic changes in scale
and subtle shifts in color create the illusion of
depth. Layered, shrunk, stretched, expanded,
all parts working meticulously to find harmony.
Embellishments are used to intensify the print’s
dimensionality, providing tactile engagement to
the geometry. Crisp lines paired with refined
silhouettes work to establish a style that is both
striking and indisputable.

MENTORS: Justin LeBlanc
PHOTOGRAPHY: Ryland Bishop
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COMMUNITY &
OUTREACH

The A2W designers participate in volunteer outreach
to give back to the Raleigh community. This year,
designers focused on helping local kids by assisting
Dance Marathon program at NC State, a fundraising
organization for kids at Duke Children’s Hospital.
Designers also spent their time working with New
Sense Studios, an arts education program out of
the College of Design that pairs passionate college
students with kids from the Boys and Girls Club to
teach them about art and design.
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CAPTURING AN
INTRODUCTION

An obsession occurs when something is larger than life
inside and outside of your mind. For the introductory video I
wanted to illustrate this concept by having the human body
interact with elements that exaggerate scale, excess and
texture. I wanted the footage to be shot in black and white to
create timeless work that could exist anywhere in time
because a true obsession lasts forever.
For the interview videos I chose to focus on the hand. We

Olivia Hockaday
Senior, Art + Design

become accustomed to seeing the finished designs and we
don’t always get the chance to see the hands that create the
details that these designers come up with. I wanted the videos
to be a collection as a whole, just as the designers have a
collection of garments. I aimed to create simple extensions
of the designers and their collections that would display their
work in an authentic way.
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A2W 2016
EXHIBITION
The Designlife Student Exhibition showcases cross
disciplinary work from NCSU’s College of Design: Design
Studies, Art+Design, Architecture, Industrial Design,
and Graphic Design. Each discipline brings a different
perspective to the design thinking process and in some
cases the students work has a taste of a variety of
disciplines for a flavorful and creative piece.
Curated by Summerlyn Walker and A2W exhibition team:
Amron Lee, Albert Dinh, and Taryn Hoffman.
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Student Exhibitors

Professor Exhibitors

Angela Perez
Dipale Aphale
Grace Bilbao
Jasmine Lang
Lara Funke
McCall Cox
Melvin Melchor
Nicholas Hyde
Rachel Coates
Ross Andrews
Sarah Banko
Savannah Parker
Sydney Jones
Tea Blumer

Tania Allen
Emil Polyak
Adrienne McKenzie
Justin LeBlanc
Susan Cannon
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A2W 2016
TRUNK SHOW
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Purchase unique handmade designs created
by NCSU College of Design students. Visit
the Trunk Show at the Designlife Student
Exhibition at the A2W after party.

Annie Gray Handmade focuses on creating a collection of
affordable sophistication. Quality materials such as semi precious
stones, gold-filled chain, fine leathers, and handcrafted metals
demonstrate lasting wearability and are perfect for everyday wear.

Julia Ross Designs showcases hand-designed surface

patterns for stationery and screenprints. Each pattern is created
from original sketches, paintings, and photographs.

HEIR is a Raleigh based jewelry + accessory brand incorporating
leather, gold, brass, drilled beach glass + stones, and vibrant
crystals. Our aim is to create unique, sophisticated pieces that
evoke a connection between the wearer and the natural world.
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SPECIAL THANKS
A2W 2016 Faculty Advisor
Justin LeBlanc | Assistant Professor of
Art + Design, College of Design
A2W 2016 College of Design Faculty Support
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Art Rice | Interim Dean of College of Design
Chandra Cox | Professor and Head of Art + Design
Katherine Diuguid | Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Precious Lowell | Visiting Lecturer of Art + Design
Adrienne Mackenzie | Visiting Lecturer of Art + Design
Susan Brandeis | Alumni Distinguished Professor of Art + Design
Dr. Russell Flinchum | Associate Professor
Marc Russo | Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Emil Polyak | Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Dr. Cecilia Mouat | Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Hernán Marchant | Professor of Art + Design
Sara Queen | Assistant Professor of Architecture
Tania Allen | Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Kathleen Rieder | Assistant Professor of Art + Design

A2W 2016 Exhibition Jury
Roula H. Qubain | Moseley Architects
Scott Cutler | Clancy & Theys Construction Co.

A2W 2016 SPONSORS

SPECIAL THANKS TO...

Ms. Katherine R. White + Mr. Thomas W. Urquhart
Linda J. Noble + Craig McDuffie
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A2W 2016 SPONSORS
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Izzie Zavareei
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MOVING FORWARD
As we celebrate the close of another show, we
want to thank everyone who has made it possible.
Our A2W community includes dedicated parents,
generous sponsors, and of course our AMAZING
NC State students. It has been a thrill to see the
students’ ideas come to life over the last couple of
months. We would like to extend special thanks to
the sponsors of this year’s show, as we could not put
on a production of this scale without the incredible
support of their generosity. The continued success of
A2W really shows our students that if they work hard
alongside our community, they can make wonders.
“Think and Do” takes a village, after all.
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A2W represents many things. It is a reunion of past
A2W supporters who return to the show year after
year, as well as a chance for a new generation of
supporters to join this wonderful community. It is a
chance for past NC State alumni to reflect on their

time here and the difference it made in their lives,
and an inspiration for the young eager eyes of future
College of Design students. A2W is also an opportunity to showcase what the College of Design has to
offer. It is more than a “fashion” show, it is a collection
of art and skill, ranging from that worn on the body,
to canvasses, to films, to production genius. A2W
showcases the talents of our students and their ability
to transform their vision and dreams into reality.
This year, I would like to ask each viewer to consider
the same question asked in previous years: Can true
innovation exist without makers? Will you help us
support the next generation of makers, innovators,
and dreamers?
Your continued support of NC State A2W will nurture
future generations of innovators, dreamers, and makers.

Justin LeBlanc

Assistant Professor of Art + Design
Faculty Advisor for A2W
NC State University, College of Design
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A PURPOSEFUL CELEBRATION

Marvin J. Malecha.

FAIA, DPACSA
President, NewSchool of Architecture and Design, San Diego, CA
Dean Emeritus, NC State University College of Design
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A2W is a wonderful, tangible, exemplar of the
expression “all design begins with the dance of
life.” It is a commitment to purposeful design but
it also continues to be a provocative exploration
of ideas. Through the purposeful made free by
the expression of ideas, the artful can be explored

equally as the skillfully made, with attention to materiality,
and the emotionally charged, as a reaction to timely
events, social pressures, and personal desires. One is
the order of the essential rigor of the design process
and the other is the freedom to explore ideas, each as
the necessary compliment to the other.
Equally interesting is the mentor-mentee aspect of the
A2W tradition. Over the years since the initiation of
the program successive generations of students have
worked with dedicated faculty making this program
appealing as a fashion runway experience as well as
preparing individuals to enter a competitive marketplace. It has been particularly heartwarming to observe
the close relationships that have formed between
students and faculty members. Faculty have influenced
the program through their teaching and the intense
creative relationships with students defined by design
studio instruction.

No matter how advanced the technological applications
become fashion defies simple mechanization. The feel
of the fabric, how it lies upon the body, the texture of
the materials and the act of bringing materials together
is a natural link to generations of humanity. The
connection between costume and identity is undeniable.
Certainly many clothes are brought to the market
because of incredible technological capability. But
the design of what we wear begins with the touch and
sophisticated eye of a designer. Just as people have
crowded back to the farmer’s markets to use all of the
senses to select fruits and vegetables, so too do we
crave to have a more intimate connection to what we
wear. We desire clothing that not only makes us feel
better but enhances our appearance and perhaps even
status. Through clothing we search for a better sense
of ourselves. This search is as cerebral as it is tactile. It
is for this reason that I believe it is entirely appropriate
to refer to A2W as a purposeful celebration.
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NC State University
College of Design
Campus Box 7701
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695
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Follow us on Twitter + Facebook: NCSUART2WEAR
www.art2wearncstate.com
Art2Wear is supported by the NC State University Foundation

